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THINGS TO KNOW IN ADVANCE

 Definition of “stage”

 Many slightly different definitions

 MLU

 Mean Length of Utterances

 Age of child and length of utterances relate to each other

 Consonant clusters

 Examples: spring, place

 More complex words with more difficult consonant clusters with growing 

age



STAGES OF FIRST LANGUAGE 

ACQUISITION

 The period of prenatal language acquisition

 Time before the baby is born

 Unborn baby acquires first basic concepts of the mother’s language

 The period of infant speech

 Infant speech perception

 Infant speech production

 Infant-adult interaction



STAGES OF FIRST LANGUAGE 

ACQUISITION

 The period of single-word utterances

 When is a word acquired?

 “one-morpheme” or “one-unit” stage

 The period of first word combinations

 Increase in the child’s spoken vocabulary

 Period of “mini-sentences”

 The period of simple sentences

 Phonological and semantical acquisition

 The acquisition of grammatical morphemes 



LANGUAGE ACQUISITION THROUGH THE 

STUDY OF DEFECTIVE CHILDREN

 No controlled situations  although accepted as inevitable

 Language acquisition = very complex process

 aspects of behaviour from disabled children do not goes  “beyond the 

level of complexity which is the norm“ (Lenneberg,1967)

 wide insights only through research on a wide range of pathological 

modifications



LANGUAGE ACQUISITION IN THE ABSENCE 

OF SPEECH PRODUCTION

 Appropriate response system is NOT necessary to develop language 

acquisition

 childhood abnormality (mild impediment to congenital anarthria)



5 YEAR STUDY OF CHILD WITH SPEECH 

ABSENCE

 understood meaning while reading  showed it through matching     

pictures to words and simple sentences

 was able to produce noises (related to Swiss yodelling) not normal 

at the age of 4

 Results: was able to follow instructions/ commands & answer 

questions by different kinds of responses

 very important to distinguish between productive and perceptive 

ability



LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT IN 

MONGOLOID CHILDREN

 their language development is stretched out or slowed down

 ‘frozen‘ stages

 some development processes of those retarded children are stopped 

at a very low age (3-4-year-old)

 some development processes are on the level of an adult when they 

stop



STUDY WITH 61 MONGOLOID CHILDREN

 ‘IQ threshold value‘ 

 varies with age and must be attained for  language to be acquire

 mongoloid children under that value or just above it  = varying degrees of 

language primitivity

 No relationship between intelligence and language learning 

(Lenneberg, 1967)



LANGUAGE ACQUISITION IN THE 

CONGENITALLY DEAF

 Lenneberg only speaks about peripheral nerve deafness in children 

who are otherwise well 

 Language training starts very late (end of most formative period for 

language establishment)

 Have to process everything visually ( also good lip reader gets only 

around 40% of articulated phonemes= discussions could not be 

followed adequately)



LANGUAGE ACQUISITION IN THE 

CONGENITALLY DEAF

 make many mistakes in grammar and style

 difficulties in writing  could be because of receiving less examples

of language (Lenneberg, 1967)



RESEARCH ON LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

 Study analyses what “a” and “the” tell us about language 

acquisition

 Source: Massachusetts Institute of Technology. "Study analyzes what 'a' and 'the' tell us about 

language acquisition: A new study of the words 'a' and 'the' sheds light on language acquisition." 

ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 6 April 2017. 

<www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170406091544.htm>.

 Low-income children missing out on language learning 

both at home and at school

 Source: New York University. "Low-income children missing out on language learning both 

at home and at school: A double dose of disadvantage." ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 14 

April 2017. <www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/04/170414105818.htm>.



Study analyses what “a” and “the” tell 

us about language acquisition

 Is that understanding of grammar innate or acquired? 

 previous studies: 

 “overlap score“ 

 correct use = understanding the grammatical difference? 

 overlap score changes over time

 current study: 

 focus on child language and adult language around children



Study analyses what “a” and “the” tell 

us about language acquisition

 results: 

 experience is an important component of early-childhood language usage

 extent to which children learn grammar by listening changes over the

time

 more data about language development is needed

 impossible to record everything a child hears and says

 correct use without understanding? 

 children and adult language learning: 

 brain still developing – fully mature

 learning a language without an accent



THEORY OF LANGUAGE CODES

by Basil Bernstein

 direct relationship between social class and language

 code: 

 set of principles behind the language used by members of a social group

 restricted code: 

 talking about shared knowledge and understanding

 lots of meaning conveyed by few words

 elaborate code: 

 example: situation without shared knowledge

 everything spelt out



Low-income children missing out on language 

learning both at home and at school

 language-advancing resources

 70 children - transition from preschool to kindergarten

 poor neighbourhoods in Detroit

 demographically diverse Michigan communities

 analysis of language spoken by parents and teachers

 children‘s school reading skills (vocabulary knowledge, ...) 



Low-income children missing out on language 

learning both at home and at school

 results: 

 significant differences in quality of language directed at children but not 

in quantity

 poor-neighbourhoods in Detroit: 

 fewer supports for language and early literacy developments

 smaller range of vocabulary in school


